Shortening of the m35a/m44a/m109a 2½ ton Steering Shaft
Note: I used TM 9-2320-361-34 and TM 9-2320-361-20 manuals for reference to do task.
Also I removed a lot more parts to get pictures (I am doing a cab on frame restoration of
my M35a2)
First off, this task requires skills with general mechanical ability, welding, and time.
The steering column and gearbox is one unit and cannot be disassembled in the truck.
Note: steps 1 to 7 are in the -20 Manual and have detailed drawings on how to do.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Remove the horn button assembly on the steering wheel.
Remove the steering wheel from the shaft you will need a 1¼” socket to remove
nut. There is a spring under the steering wheel don’t lose track of it.
Remove the turn signal switch from the column.
If equipped, remove the trailer air brake lever from column (Mine did not have
one).
The TM calls to remove the personnel cab heater but all that is needed it to
remove the hose from the drivers firewall to the diverter assembly (heater/defrost)
If equipped you need to remove the propeller (drive) shaft to the front wench.
Remove the Draglink (5) by removing the cotter key (6) and using a flathead to
unscrew (10) to release pressure on the spring (8) to remove then remove the
Pitman Arm (3) by removing nut (1) and using a puller to remove from shaft (4)

8)

The -34 TM calls to remove the Fuel injection pump but you do not need to, if
you do retiming on install can be difficult if you have never done it and don’t
have the tools needed to complete.

9)

The -34 TM calls to drain the steering gear box but I have found If you keep the
gearbox lower than the head on the shaft (where the steering wheel goes) you
can do this on the bench which is easier and less clean up.
You will need to unclamp the column (3)from the holder (9).

10)

11)

Remove the 4 bolts (26) holding the gearbox (25) to the frame.

12)

Remove the two front motor mount nuts on the underside of the support
bracket, the lower motor mount bushings are removed also.

13)

Lift front of motor by the front lifting ring until the rear lifting ring is bending
against the cab firewall be very careful in not bending or binding the rear
motor mount bolts. As you can see the cab will interfere with the rear lifting
eye and the firewall will be bent in about ½” against the ring. GO SLOW
AND BE VERY CAREFULL WITH THIS TASK

14)

You will need to remove hose (17) and hose (14) from the pump. The Tube (11)
also needs to be removed and then the fitting (12) is removed.

15)

At this point you will need someone in the cab and someone at the gearbox.
Rotate the gearbox to remove the shaft from the hole of the frame and then
remove the gearbox from the frame sliding the steering shaft out of the cab.

16)

Now on a bench if you did not do before drain the gearbox of oil by removing
one of the plugs on the box.

17)

Remove cover (13) be careful in not destroying gasket (7) it is no longer
available and you will need to make a new one if it is damaged remember it sits
just off of the engine so you will need to get gasket material that will withstand
the heat. Make sure the shaft on (6) is clean and not pitted or damage can be
caused to the bronze bushing in the case and will need to be replaced, remove 6
from case.

18)

Remove tube (14) from case by removing bolts (15) from flange (17). It is next to
impossible not to damage the two gaskets used on both sides of the shim pack
(19) you will need to make new ones. Remove outer tube. The inner tube has a
bearing on both sides of the shaft gear, the manual says you can remove the gear
from the shaft but that is not feasible, do to it being fused to the shaft.
The reason you need to remove the shaft (22) from the assembly is both ends
should not be messed with, so, somewhere in the center of it you will be
removing 2” to 3” from it and welding it back together. Measure the shaft before
and after to get the correct dimension removed. I used a smaller tube that fit
inside to keep everything lined up. Remember the horn wire will need to be
fished back though if you want the horn button to work in the center of the

19)

steering wheel. On the outer end of the outer tube (14) there is a bearing cup that
is pressed into the tube that will need to be removed it looks like the picture
below (sometimes a small screw is added to hold into place) using a putty knife
and a hammer should do the job.

20)

At this point get your measurement difference from step 19) and remove the
same amount from the outer tube. You can use a big pipe cutter to do this. De-bur
the end and push the bearing cup back in. You may want to add some grease to
the bearing cup if needed.

21)

22)

Depending on the thickness of your replacement of your gasket material used at
(22) The shim pack will need adjustment with the inner shaft reinstalled into the
gearbox with both bearings (25) lubricated with grease install and tighten down
the flange of the outer tube back on to the gearbox with pulling on the end of the
inner steering shaft you should get .001” play at the most back and forth if there
is less or binding you need to add shim (23) if there is play then you need to
remove shim. The more play the looser the steering will feel so less play is better.
Add a good gasket sealant on final install and torque the four bolts (20) 35 ft.lbs.

.
When putting the steering shaft (8) back in position make sure both gear bearing
studs (7) move without excessive play (too tight and you will get no movement
and it will increase ware). Make sure the assembly moves freely between (8) and
(24) install the cover with gasket using a good gasket sealant and torque bolts
(14) to 35 ft.lbs. Set screw (12) and jam nut (13) is used to decrease or increase
resistance against the worm gear (24) and the two pin gear assemblies (7) adjust
as necessary.

23)

At this point you are ready to reinstall the steering shaft/gearbox assembly.
After getting the gearbox in place just reverse the disassembly procedure.

Note: When putting the pitman arm back on the end of the shaft should be marked for
correct orientation Basically center of the rotation of the wheel the pitman should be
straight down.

The mark on the end of the shaft should be at 90 degrees of the steering shaft. You can
see both alignment marks above.

